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Haiti Helped Create Largest Revolt of Enslaved
Africans in U.S. History. The “Independence Debt”
with France and the Louisiana Purchase
The Triumphant Haiti Revolution help double the size of the U.S. Yet, the U.S.-
EU nations continue to demean, malign and pillage Haiti.
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Featured image: Jean Jacques Dessalines, president and then emperor of Haiti  (Source: Wikimedia
Commons)

So, sorting fiction from reality, which one is the “land of the free and the brave, the pioneers
of human rights, freedom and liberty in the Western Hemisphere? Which nation didn’t make
white folks 3/5ths human even after 300-years of brutal, rape and enslavement? But gave
the few whites who fought alongside the African warriors, Haitian citizenship, full and equal
rights?” Haiti, of course. 

The  triumphant  Haiti  revolution  triggered  the  selling  to  Thomas  Jefferson  of  the  Louisiana
Purchase which doubled the size of the United States. Also, the second contingent of 20,000
soldiers sent by Napoleon to the Louisiana Territory for French control of all in the U.S. had
to  be  redirected  to  go  fight  in  Haiti  after  the  Afrikan  warriors,  led  by  Desalin  and  the
indigenous  Haiti  army,  which  Desalin  called  the  “armies  of  the  Incas,”  decimated the  first
50,000 French soldiers sent in 1802 and led by Bonaparte’s brother in law, General Lerclerc.
Later, Desalin, Haiti’s founding father, declared, in the name of the slaughtered since 1492,
“I have avenged America!”

This historical triumph of the enslaved Afrikans in Haiti – Black men, women and children –
against  the  greatest  and  most  well-armed  European  armies  of  the  era  –  first  the  French,
then Spanish, then English armies – a U.S. embargo and then Napoleon’s French armada, is
what stopped the U.S. from possibly being conquered by the French, whose 20,000 troops
were, at that point in U.S. history, larger and much more battle-experienced than the U.S.
armed forces. Haiti’s win, helped make the U.S. the superpower that it is but it has been
terrorized by the white tribes since its independence. President Thomas Jefferson conspired
with General Napoleon Bonaparte and the rest of the slavers and rapists nations to force
besieged and embattled Haiti to pay an Independence Debt that was 10 times more than
what Jefferson paid for the Louisiana purchase. Yet, Haiti’s land mass is as small as Rhode
Island. Jefferson paid Napoleon $15million francs for the Louisiana Purchase which ended up
creating, in part and whole, 15 new American states.
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Haiti, a country smaller than Rhode Island was forced, at the point of 300 gunboat cannons,
to pay ten times that amount – $150million to France as reparations for France losing
Haitians as their slaves. (After this debt help cost Haiti to lose the Eastern side of the Island
now called Dominican Republic, the amount was reduced to $90million Francs)

It took Haiti 122 years to finish paying this 1825 slave-trade debt. This moral perfidy, after
the Afrikans gave 300 years of FREE labor (1503-1804) to the European terrorists, slavers,
rapists, plunderers and colonists. Haiti is not the poorest country because it still has vast
riches, protected by the Afrikans, for over 200 years from the grasp of the hoarders. But, it
is the most exploited nation. Its resistance continues to this day….as under Barrack Hoe-
bama, his U.S. colonial “exceptionalism,” its pretensions and the disaster capitalism of the
devastating 2010 earthquake, Haiti has presumably lost, without world scrutiny, nearly 30%
of its landmass. This, through Bill Clinton’s HRC – U.S. sanction of puppet president Martelly
decrees that gerrymander and gives away, to the corporatocracy, Haiti offshore islands and
prime lands.  Through the Clintons’  World Bank amendment to Haiti  constitution,  if  not
stopped, Haiti will loses control of its gold belt, shorelines, iridium, oil and gas reserves, all
the Caracol zone and Haiti’s Northern and Southern deep water ports.

It simply cannot be over-emphasized, how there’s no one in power to protect the bullied,
disenfranchised  and  brutally  suppressed  Haiti  masses  from  the  international  crime
syndicate, now in Haiti behind a humanitarian front, which is steadily extracting rare earth
metal  resources  and  mining  gold  on  another  earthquake  fault  line  in  Haiti  –  the
Septentrional fault line in the North. (See also, The dangers of building garment factories
next to one of Haiti’s most important marine national parks/a US $3.2 trillion mangrove and
coral reef ecosystem and Tourism is not development)

The Independence Debt that Haiti was forced to pay France for losing the grangrans as
property,  caused  such  internal  dissatisfaction  and  protest  within  Haiti,  that  the
destabilization (along with a devastating 1843 earthquake in Northern Haiti) allowed space
for the Eastern side of Haiti to separate into what is today known as the Dominican Republic.
The Spanish immediately pounced to retake this landmass. On its part, the French terrorists
returned to Haiti with the Independence Debt, which meant controlling Haiti economically
and then ecclesiastical colonialism, which meant controlling Haiti education…. Haiti has yet
to recover. And then they all returned, a world war to stop the Black masses’ celebration of
the Haiti bicentennial, in 2004, with a popularly elected Haiti president.

President Aristide was and is the first and only Haitian president to ask France to return the
Independence Debt.

For that temerity, Bush the lesser, unleashed his shock and awe military on an island nation
with no military, that was no threat but merely wished peaceful co-existence. To live free
and sovereign on lands paid for in 300 years of free labor, over 214 years in containment in
poverty; a 60-year U.S. embargo; a 19-year U.S. occupation where the Marines carted out
Haiti  gold  reserves  in  1914  never  to  be  returned;  and  122-years  of  paying  off  an
Independent Debt to France to be recognized as a free nation after slavery and winning our
Independence in combat and losing half the Black population (250,000) in that revolutionary
war. (See, Haiti: Until She Spoke and, Three Simple Èzili principles for a Just New World)
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